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ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION…

“alternative to what?”
Alternative education grew in response to the establishment of standardized
and compulsory education over the last two to three decades…





Infrastructure/Space Management

Demolish the 
Classrooms!

3XN’s design 
for Ørestad

College 

In 2005, the Danish government established a new vision for the secondary school reform promoting innovation 
and self-directed learning. Organized around a central staircase and atrium, the boomerang-shaped floor plates 
spin and shift like a camera shutter to create four distinct learning zones. 



3XN’s design for Ørestad College with rotating floor plates,  
is a novel interpretation of agility and openness where the 
architecture complies with the philosophy of 
individualized and interdisciplinary learning. 



Students attend 
classes inside 

makeshift classrooms 
made out of 

tarpaulins at the Buli
Elementary School in 
Muntinlupa City, the 
Philippines, June 13, 

2016

Build us 
some, 

please?



INNOVA SCHOOLS, PERU

Billionaire businessman Carlos
Rodriguez launched the line of
schools in 2011 with the help
of global design firm IDEO.

Today, there are 29 schools
across the country. The school
combines several different
forms of instruction — tech-
heavy online learning, guided
lessons, group work, etc.

Open to kids in Kindergarten through 11th grade, only costs parents roughly $130 a month. So far, it's been wildly 
successful, too. In 2013, 61% percent of Innova second-graders reached proficiency in federal math exams. The national 
average was just 17%



Former Google executive who 
headed "personalization" for 
the search giant, Max Ventilla
said the light-bulb moment 
came when he started 
researching private schools in 
San Francisco for his 
preschool-age daughter.

Result: AltSchools



The Carpe Diem schools looks more like an office building 
than a classroom. 

Inside the main room, known as The 
Learning Center, there are 300 
cubicles (one for each student). 
These cubes house a computer that 
guides the student through his or her 
education. 

CEO Dr. Robert Sommers: "We 
personalize education. We start by 
understanding the student and then 
adapt our work to meet their needs 
to succeed".



Carpe Diem-Yuma, in Arizona, 
outperformed every public 
school in the county on the 
Arizona Instrument for 
Measuring Standards (AIMS) 
test four years in a row. 
Average proficiency was 65%. 
Meanwhile, Carpe Diem's was 
92%. 

In Indianapolis, kids are 
increasing their reading levels 
by the equivalent of three 
years in just one year's time.



This tablet is 
transforming 

Zambian 
classrooms in a 

powerful way

eSchool 360 program
by IMPACT NETWORK 



In an independent study, researchers from American University
concluded that Impact Network schools improve the numeracy
and literacy skills of students and cost less than 1/3 of
government schools.

They provide locally-hired teachers with a tablet and projector
to deliver eLearning lessons, using an interactive curriculum that
moves away from traditional rote learning. Teachers also receive
weekly coaching and monthly professional training.

Over 4,000 students a year across 40+ schools for just $3 a 
month per student.



Bridge International Academies: School-in-a-Box

An estimated 2.5 billion 
people on the planet live 
on less than $2 a day. 

Is it possible to give the 
younger ones a high-
quality private education 
with not-very-skilled man 
power?

One company says yes. 



The curriculum itself is
standardized and transformed
into scripted lesson plans, which
include step-by-step instructions
detailing what teachers should do
and say during any given moment
of a class.

Teacher scripts are delivered through data-enabled tablets, synced to headquarters,
enabling Bridge to monitor lesson pacing, record attendance, track assessment scores,
and update or add lesson scripts in real time. Lesson standardization enables less
qualified teachers to deliver lessons of a higher quality than their level of experience
would otherwise allow.



What can you do 
in YOUR school?







Library at 
Cordwalles
junior school
in Surrey has been 
transformed into 
an enchanted 
forest complete 
with astroturf for 
carpet. The room 
has a magical feel. 

Is this not an 
ultimate setting to 
introduce kids the 
wondrous world of 
literature?





Completing syllabus
Staff’ non cooperation
Lacking infrastructure
Parents’ involvement/non…

Challenges:



Makoko
Floating 
School. 
Lagos, 
Nigeria. 

The school 
that floats.



School with 
Mount Sinabung
spewing thick 
volcanic ash as 
its backdrop 

(in North 
Sumatra, 
Indonesia)



A barn converted 
into a makeshift 
school in a rebel-
held area of 
Daraa, Syria, 

(Nov. 10, 2016)



Curriculum planning
Knowledge Transfer
Teaching Methods
Assessment Methods

Areas:



The best idea:

The one you have always 
wanted to try/ the one that 
is brewing in your mind 
right now!

the original thinkers, powerful communicators, 
thought leaders, transformational entrepreneurs, 

visionaries and leaders who shall usher in 
a new kind of planetary citizenship.


